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memory I will cherish for the rest of my life.’“ Tyler Ramsland, Sports
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art on fire

Choros is defined by
structured conversation yet openess to
the perspectives and opinions of everyone who
attends. The meetings are held twice a month
in Rice Lounge.
This group, which opened to a broader
audience in March, discusses human sexuality, ranging from gender roles to same-sex
attraction.
First an ice-breaker, then breaking off into
smaller groups. Then discussion. Groups are
given questions to facilitate conversation with
guidelines for how long each person should
speak. Extroverts are asked to be mindful.
Introverts are asked to be bold.
“The Choros Affirmation” is the document
describing Choros’s context, purpose, values,
goals, structure and rules for discussion and
confidentiality.
Choros discussion moderator senior Zach
Eastburn was thinking about this group the
summer of 2011. His conversations with students on campus in the fall proved it was a
common thought. The group had its first meeting in September.
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ATTRIBUTIONS
In “Where Taylor stops and Upland
begins,” volume 99, issue 25, Kara
Hackett interviewed Patrick Sells
and was not credited.
In “Lost in Translation,” volume
99, issue 24, Kyla Martin was not
credited for her interview with Greg
MaGee.
ALL CAMPUS COMMUNION
On Wednesday, May 9 at 7:00 p.m.,
Women’s Cabinet and Inter-Class
Council will host “All campus communion” at Taylor Lake, or the chapel
if it rains to end the year by worshipping, taking communion and praying
over graduating seniors. S’mores will
be provided afterward.
SEX AND THE CORNFIELDS
A brunch follow-up discussion for Sex
and the Cornfields will be Sat., May 5,
at 11 a.m. in Alspaugh East and West.
Students with questions can email
Jon Cavanagh at jncavanagh@taylor.
edu or Sara James at sara_james@
taylor.edu.
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Friday Night Hype

Students flock to Friday-night performances by seniors Kurt Miller, Jack Davies, Jenna Stupar and Mario Gonzalez.

Christen Gall

staff writ e r

SAC President Caitlin Kaphaem
and Student Body President
Reid Hutchison have spent their
final year at Taylor as first-year
members and leaders in Taylor
Student Organizations (TSO).
But recently joining TSO hasn’t
stopped them from changing
some deeply ingrained traditions
on campus: weekend programming.
Hutchison began his campaign

last spring with the promise
to move campus events to the
weekends, giving students more
opportunities to attend activities on the weekends as well as
freeing up time during the week
rather than booking multiple
events for the same night.
Hutchison’s Saturday Night
Initiative hoped to encourage
students to stay on campus during the weekend and lighten the
campus calendar on the busiest days of the week: Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.

T h e We e k e n d I n i t i a t i v e
began with SAC’s Breakfast
at Midnight in early December.
Kaphaem expected a turnout of
about 150 students, but about
400 students attended the latenight meal in the union.
“It was awesome,” Kaphaem
said.
SAC didn’t give out an official
survey for student satisfaction
during Breakfast at Midnight,
but Kaphaem explains that sevcontinued on page 2

online courses pros & cons
Katie Schlemmer
staff writ e r

With the competition of Ball State
and Indiana Wesleyan (IWU),
Taylor has upheld its Higher
Learning Commission accreditation through its Taylor University
Online program that officially
began in 2008. Although online
courses provide a helpful boost
in the workforce, they displace
student-teacher interaction.
At Taylor, changes are underway.
“We are in the middle of a comprehensive review and revision of
all of our courses,” said Director
of Online Learning Carrie Meyer.
“As a part of the revision process,
we are attempting to build more
deliberate interaction in our
courses between our faculty and
students.”
Junior media communications
major Chase Geyer completed
two Taylor courses online and

believes online courses can sometimes be more stressful than traditional courses.
“I feel that communication
between professor and student
should be more frequent,” Geyer
said. “Most of the time I just
crossed my fingers and hoped
that I was giving them the
answers they were looking for on
an assignment.”

“‘Most of the time I just
crossed my fingers and
hoped that I was giving
them the answers they
were looking for on an
assignment.’”
Taylor enhanced its program to
meet the goals of the university
along with the specific needs of

students, but the demographic is
large. Students range from ages
19 to 55. Fifty-nine percent are
married, 68 percent are employed
and 91 percent are active in their
communities, according to Taylor
University Online.
Taylor’s program costs $450 per
credit hour, whereas Ball State’s
online program averages $257
per credit hour, and IWU’s ranges
from $250-$400 per credit hour,
depending on the course choosen.
But, according to Meyer, Taylor
University Online attracts students with the flexible features
it provides.
“Taylor Online offers a unique
program in that a student can call
today and be in a class tomorrow,”
Meyer said. “Many universities
have set start and end dates for
their courses. We do both. It’s the
ultimate in flexibility for nontraditional students.”
continued on page 2

“Choros is about reconciliation. It’s
about having the humility to listen
to opinions and seeking understanding of other perspectives.”
According to “The Choros Affirmation,” “We
recognize that some members of the Taylor
University community have questions regarding the nature of human sexuality and desire
a safe environment in which to discuss these
questions. We perceive a lack of fruitful conversation regarding human sexuality, perhaps
due to a lack of consistent or structured opportunities for transparent discussion.”
“People shouldn’t feel trapped because that’s
a scary place to be,” Eastburn said. “This,
again, was magnified so recently, that this is
such a culture of silence.”
Choros aims to provide a safe environment
to discuss and learn. Its focus is same-sex
attraction and what that really means.
“A lot of people disagreed on what this group
was,” Eastburn said. “Some people wanted it to
be more of an advocacy group in the sense that
advocacy means ‘we need to change Taylor’s
policy.’”
This, however, was not the resulting purpose.
“[O]ur purpose is not to champion one
particular view or perspective over another,”
Eastburn said. “Our goal is not to petition the
school to change its beliefs on anything — to
keep it or to change it. Our goal is, primarily,
to create . . . a safe, educational environment.”
Eastburn has been in conversation with Vice
President for Student Development and Dean
of Students Skip Trudeau throughout this
process.
“Sexual identity is an important topic and
one that the members of our community deal
with in an ongoing basis,” Trudeau said. “Taylor University is the kind of place where big
questions and important topics need to be
explored.”
Choros is about reconciliation. It’s about
continued on Page 2

Taylor savors ice cream legend
“He will be missed, but business will continue. That’s
what he would want,” said
Ivanhoe’s general manager Mark Souers about the
late Ivan L. Slain.
Ivan was the co-owner and founder of Ivanhoe’s
restaurant. He passed away Sunday in his home at
7:40 a.m. after a lengthy illness at 79, according to
his obituary.
Ivan partnered with Taylor for one of the biggest
nights every year when his restaurant sponsored the
Silent Night basketball game.
The Upland Chamber of Commerce knew Ivan as a
contributor, donating food or selling it to the town for
events, said chamber president Patty Hart.
He was known by the U.S. Military as a soldier, serving in the Army from 1952 to 1955. He later became a
member of the American Legion.
But what Ivan was best known for was establishing
Ivanhoe’s as a multi-award-winning Indiana landmark.
Ivan first saw the small drive-in that would later
become Ivanhoe’s in 1965. He was driving home from
his job with Overhead Door Co. in Muncie when he saw
a “for rent” sign in front the former Wiley’s Drive-In.
Ivan’s wife Carol purchased the building soon after.

Wes Young

C ontributor

Ivanhoe’s first opened as a walk-up window. Over
the years, the couple added on to the building. Souers
remembers four or five different building projects it
took to get Ivanhoe’s to the size it is today.
The iconic 100 shake and sundae flavors were developed by Ivan and Carol while spending their winters
in Florida. Carol would try to come up with two flavors
each winter. When they reached 100, Souers said, they
thought it was a “nice, round number.” So they stopped.
Ivan’s employees knew him as a hands-on owner.
Operating procedures were not only taught, but also
explained.
He would come into the restaurant every morning to
prepare the meat. From time to time, food company
representatives would offer Ivan prepackaged, cheaper options for his food. But he
wouldn’t change. His mission and philosophy
was to serve fresh food — which Ivanhoe’s
still does today.
A quiet, humble man, Ivan did not like being
interviewed. Outside of a few times with the
Marion Chronicle-Tribune, Indianapolis food
critic Reed Duffy is the only known person
continued on page 2
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Top 5 News Events of the Week
Florida files charges in death
of FAMU drum major, hazing
of two others
(cnn.com)

Junior Seau, famed NFL Linebacker, dies at 43; Suicide is
suspected
(nytimes.com)

Critic’s notebook: Network TV
embraces the B-word
(latimes.com)

Gingrich pulls plug on “wild
ride” White House bid
(chicagotribune.com)

Politics is
Funny Business

While U.S. poli- message, an alert to college students about bert, are highly influential in directing
tics may not be the risk of doubled interest rates on loans, daily perceptions of the U.S. political scene.
staff writer
“ . . . [S]atirical politics will continue to
the stage of Com- was serious, the humorous presentation
have a place in our modern media world,”
edy Central, the latest scenes of political raised critics’ eyebrows.
“The coolness issue is a trap for Obama, said Huffington Post blogger Laura Dunn.
drama have played out a lot like an epiI’d suggest . . . . Not even actually cool peo- “Candidates such as Mitt Romney should
sode of “Last Man Standing.”
As campaign politics continue to play ple want a cool incompetent as president,” be aware of the dangers that hybrid news
as the top billing in news media venues, wrote conservative Jennifer Rubin on her shows present, with the ability to make
and shape the news agenda. Both Barack
candidates turn to late-night comedy for Right Turn blog in The Washington Post.
But conservatives cannot overlook the Obama and John McCain appeared on
boosted ratings among young voters.
On April 25, President Obama shocked fact that Romney may attempt to heighten ‘Saturday Night Live’ during their race
and entertained audiences with his his own “coolness” image with a late night for the presidency, and one wonders if
appearance on the popular comedy talk comedy appearance. According to a report Mitt Romney will embrace this precedent
show “Late Night with Jimmy Fallon.” from ABC news, the presumptive GOP before Election Day.”
The bottom line of this political dramedy
During his appearance, which was staged nominee may sign on for a gig as host of
for a live audience of students from the Saturday Night Live. In an interview with is the Obama/Romney battle for majority
University of North Carolina, the presi- ABC World News anchor Diane Sawyer, support among young voters. According
dent participated in a bit called “slow Romney said being part of SNL sounded to a new study from Harvard Universijamming the news.” While the president’s “like a lot of fun.” And like Obama, Romney ty’s Institute of Politics, Obama is leadhas already added a comedy ing Romney by 12 points (41 percent vs.
stint to his resume with an 29 percent, respectively) among 18- to
appearance on “The Late 24-year-olds.
Romney is looking to close that gap.
Show with David Letter“I think this is a time when young people
man” in December 2011.
A s t h e l i n e b e t w e e n are questioning the support they gave to
politics and comedic satire President Obama three and a half years
continues to grow thinner, ago,” Romney told USA Today “. . . He
observers are left wonder- promised a future with good jobs and
ing why late night com- good opportunity; that hasn’t happened
edy is fast becoming the . . . Young people recognize that and I think
mainstage for presidential that’s why they’re going to increasingly
campaigns. The answer is look for a different approach.”
The former Massachusetts governor
simple. Political news surveys from the Pew Research will be challenged to win center stage in
Center have shown that this case, as young voters have backed
Jimmy Fallon and President Obama “slow jam” the news on “Late comedians, such as Jon
the Democratic presidential nominee with
Stewart and Stephen Col- near-perfect consistency since 1980.
Night With Jimmy Fallon” on April 24.

Kari Travis
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their excitement.
Some seniors said this was the kind
of event they always wanted to see at
Taylor.
Taking Breakfast at Midnight’s success as confirmation of the need for
increased weekend programming, SAC
decided to tackle an even bigger challenge: moving Nostalgia Night from
Thursday to Friday.
Kaphaem said the shift from Thursday
to Friday was fairly easy, though it did
cause some difficulties because of chapel
on Friday. Media Services struggled to
find enough time to set up for the show,
and SAC experienced similar difficulties
with time constraints when it came to
decorating the auditorium.
This year, 890 tickets were sold to
MyGen, which was on a Thursday night,
and 1,200 tickets were sold to Nostalgia Night, which was moved to a Friday.
TSO says ticket sales from last year’s
events are not available, but former SAC
President Julie Cline estimates 1,100
tickets were sold to both events last year.
Regardless, Kaphaem says the positive outcomes far outweigh the negatives
ones.
“We had a lot better turnout. As far
as the atmosphere, students were more
relaxed,” Kaphaem said, due to the lack
of classes the following day. “More faculty
came out, and a lot of alumni came out,”

Kaphaem said.
Parents were also able to come to
Taylor and watch the show. Shifting the
show from Thursday to Friday allowed
the crowd to be more diverse rather than
limited to college attendees.
According to Hutchison, the Executive
Cabinet of TSO was excited about implementing the change this year.
“For me personally, I wanted to see it
happen right away in the fall,” Hutchison
said. “It helped me see that change happens over time.”
Sophomore Gordon Helmke is a member of SAC, but he has also been able to
observe student reactions to the push for
more activities on the weekends.
“Most students enjoy having events
on the weekends because it gives them
something to do on the weekend and be
a part of,” Helmke said. “Some students
think events like Breakfast At Midnight
should be a little earlier. Though later
events give people the chance to go open
housing, not everyone goes open housing.”
Helmke says some students prefer traditonal Thrusday night events because
they would rather have weekends free
for personal plans. But, regardless,
SAC’s enthusiasm about weekend programming is contageous.
“I feel like SAC this year really enjoys
what they do, creating an environment
for the people that come to the different
events, enjoy them as much as SAC does,”
Helmke said.

h av i n g t h e
humility to
listen to opinions and seeking understanding of other perspectives.
Choros hopes to provide a safe environment to discuss questions of human
sexuality and heal those hurting from a
lack of understanding within this community.
“[W]e wanted it to be a place where, if
people do feel comfortable . . . and they
feel that they want to share, . . . they can
do that, where they can talk with peers
and people who . . . are willing to listen
to them and understand them for who
they are as individual human beings,”
Eastburn said.
Choros also hopes to expand, reaching campus through “more formal programming,” according to “The Choros
Affirmation.”
The document also has a confidentiality clause. It says: “The purpose of the
group and topics discussed at the meetings can be shared with those outside
the group. Individual’s comments and
stories are to remain confidential within

the group.”
A student will not be kicked out of Taylor for identifying with a same-sex orientation. Taylor prohibits “homosexual
behavior,” not same-sex attraction.
Director of the Counseling Center
Bob Neideck attends meetings, and he
spoke at a Vespers service in April about
human sexuality.
“I believe any time there is an opportunity for people to have a safe conversation about a difficult topic, it’s a good
thing,” Neideck said. “Choros is helpful
because, within that group, there seems
to be a willingness to dialogue without
immediate judgment . . . . Even when
people have differing opinions and values, there has been a commitment to
honor and respect the person.”
Choros’s final meeting of the year will
be in the Rice Lounge, Thursday, May 10,
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
“Come with an attitude of convicted
humility,” Eastburn said. “You may have
your views on it, and that’s fine, but be
humble enough to listen to people and
not automatically come to conclusions.”

Taylor continued

Friday continued
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eral students
expressed

With 19 course
disciplines ranging
from criminal justice to social work, there
are many opportunities to take advantage
of online classes.
“I like the flexibility of being able to grade
assignments wherever I am in the summer,”
said Associate Professor of Biblical Studies Sheri Klouda, who has taught Biblical
Literature II online for four years. “The
students I have enjoy the flexible dates
for assignments, and the expectations are
clear.”
Along with the flexibility that comes
with online learning, Taylor’s program
looks at the intentionality among students
and professors. The majority of the classes
are independent studies, so most students
enjoy one-on-one settings with professors.
While the professor-to-student ratio is
about one-to-one with very little studentto-student interaction, online learning can
still compromise an enriching classroom
experience.
“I think that online learning, done really
well, can be a good addition to the whole
learning process, but I still do not feel that
learning in the classroom and online learning give equal experiences,” Klouda said.
Professor of Psychology Mark Cosgrove
has been teaching online for 10 years, but
he says the classroom setting is better for
students and professors.
“There are so few ways that online teaching can be said to be better than well-done
classroom teaching,” Cosgrove said.

to sit Ivan
down and
have a full, videotaped interview with him.
Souers knew Ivan as a mentor.
“Twenty-four years ago, when I came
along, I guess we just hit it off real good,”
Souers said.
He and Ivan both enjoyed some of the
same activities. Ivan used to have an RC
remote control car they would run together.
Ivan was also a fan of NASCAR and Indiana University athletics.
Souers credits Ivan with much of his own
success and growth as a person. He says he
was a shy person when he began working at
Ivanhoe’s, but Ivan had him do interviews
with reporters and taught him to negotiate
food prices. Now he orders the majority of
the supplies for Ivanhoe’s and acts as their
public relations person.
Carol and their son Mark will continue
to be the co-owners of Ivanhoe’s. Ivan’s
grandson Heath attends Taylor and works
at Ivanhoe’s a couple of days a week. Souers
says Heath is very interested in the business. “I think he will have a good hold on
the future.”

Catholic activists pushing politicians to turn tide against the
death penalty
(washingtonpost.com)

Friday
“New World s”

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Dr. Chris Bade, conductor
with TAYLOR UNIVERSITY CHORALE
Dr. JoAnn Rediger, conductor
Rediger Auditorium
7 p.m.

“Noi ses O ff”
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

T SO A f t er-hours eve nt

Behind the DC
12 a.m.

saturday
se n i or reci ta l

Ellen Wightman, soprano
Audrey Boyers, soprano
Recital Hall
7 p.m.

“Noi ses O ff”
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

SUnday
“Noi ses O ff”
Mitchell Theatre
3 p.m.

A n Eve n in g of Worshi p wi t h t he Taylor
Gosp el Choi r

Rediger Auditorium
6 p.m .

S en i or reci ta l

Tim Clampitt, composition
Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

Monday
ch a p el — Ho n ors Ch ap el

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

tuesday
Med i a C o mm S en i or Show

Rupp Atrium
6 p.m.

wednesday
ch a p el — su mm er of servi ce

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

media
comm

e9

k

H

senior show
COME AND SEE THE MEDIA COMMUNICATION SENIORS SHOWCASE THEIR
PORTFOLIOS. AN AWARDS CEREMONY WILL FOLLOW. DRINKS AND
SNACKS WILL BE PROVIDED. MONDAY MAY 7. RUPP ATRIUM. 6:00 PM.
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Saving Art
Meredith Sell

A contemporary art museum is protesting Italian intimidation,” RTE News reported.
Located in the basement of a public school in
austerity measures by torching artwork.
“Our 1,000 artworks are headed for destruction Naples, Casoria has never received public funds.
anyway because of the indifference of the govern- According to Reuters, its private donors have been
ment,” Antonio Manfredi, director of Casoria Con- limited by the recession, as the Camorra mafia has
tightened its grip by buying struggling businesses.
temporary Art Museum, told CBC News.
“I don’t know who to turn to anymore for money,”
Manfredi has dubbed the protest “Art War” and
threatens to destroy three pieces every week until Manfredi said. “And I refuse to ask the Camorra.”
Italian Prime Minister Mario Monti was sworn
the government listens and restores museum fundin last November with a charge to eliminate the
ing.
A painting by French artist Severine Bourgui- budget deficit. Austerity measures were imposed,
gnon was the first burned. Bourguignon favored according to Reuters, “to restore faith in its ability
the protest. According to CBC News, she believed to pay back 1.9 trillion euros ($2.5 trillion) in debt
the act was “political, necessary and compelling.” has hit cultural spending particularly hard.”
The Guardian reported Tuesday that the ItalShe viewed the burning of her piece, valued at
$9,000-$13,000, on Skype, according to the Guard- ian government had 20 days to decide whether
the Maxxi, a museum of contemporary art, which
ian.
Rosaria Matarese of Naples personally torched opened two years ago, will stay open. The museher $7,800-$9,100 wooden sculpture at the um’s funding was cut by 43 percent in 2011, accordmuseum. According to AP, she said it was “painful ing to RTE News. Recently, it was placed under
to see my work burning, but it is an important external administration because of its debts.
Other museums are facing similar financial difaction to save this museum, which is very imporficulty.
tant for this area.”
“We survived for seven years without public
Casoria was founded by Manfredi in 2005,
according to the museum’s website, “with the funds, with few private sponsors,” Manfredi told AP.
aim to become a cultural pole, an experimental “But we would like to be considered a public service.”
“In this light, Italian artists are merely wantlaboratory but, above all, as a point of reference for
universal contemporary art with an open context.” ing their share of the booty,” Dr. Hadley Mitchell,
“The museum has become known for daring Taylor economics professor, said. “If the Italian
exhibitions against the power of the Naples-based government is providing for others, they merely
Camorra organized crime group and has suffered want their share. But so does everyone else. Thus,

Photo courtesy of Rosaria Matarese

S taff W riter

Italian artist Rosaria Matarese burns her own creations as part of the organized protest against the government’s austerity measures.

the deficits mount. Thus, eventually governments
must default on their debts.”
“If the directors of these museums are willing to
destroy their own artistic inventory this way, why
should the government or anyone else care about
preserving the work?” said professor Jonathan
Bouw, chair of the Taylor art department. “This is
just backwards.”
Manfredi tends to be radical. In 2011, he wrote
the German chancellor asking for asylum because
he was sick of the Italian government’s so-called
failure to protect cultural heritage. According to
CBC News, the 50-year-old full-time artist was
threatened by the mafia after an “exhibit critical of
Italian organized crime.” The German authorities
never replied, but RTE News reported that Berlin
art center Kunsthaus Tacheles offered “artistic

asylum” to the museum and last May exhibited
some of the anti-Mafia pieces.
“Burning art is adolescent exhibitionism,” said
Achille Bonita Oliva, Italian contemporary art
critic, to Reuters. “It’s a Neapolitan parody where
one man is taking advantage of severe crisis for
visibility.”
“Italy’s problems are very real, but these stunts
make it even easier for governments to deny museums the funding they need,” Bouw said. “It would
be a shame if the treasures of Europe’s art museums were destroyed, but to beat the government
to the punch is idiotic.”
All pieces have been destroyed with artist permission.
“I hope that the government stops me because
this is terrible what I’m doing,” Manfredi said.

China— Local activist Chen
Pakistan — According to recently
Guangcheng phoned a U.S. Congresreleased documents from Osama bin
sional hearing in a call for help leaving
Laden’s hideout, the late al-Qaida leader
the country with his family. He spent a
was frantically trying to regain control
week at the U.S. embassy, only leaving
over his terrorist network. He urged
when Chinese officials guaranteed his
other leaders to quit attacking fellow
security. Chen has an extensive history
Muslims and to refocus efforts targeting
of clashes with the Chinese government, the U.S. instead. The documents were
including campaigning for women
obtained during the May 2011 raid in
forced to have abortions or sterilization
Abbottabad and were posted online by
under the one-child-per-family law and
the U.S. Military Academy’s Combating
a 2006 imprisonment. He was placed on Terrorism Center this week.
house arrest in 2010 and just escaped
last month. In his call to Congress he
said, “I want to come to the U.S. to rest.
I have not had a rest in 10 years.”

Change
in
store for egypt
Katy Backode

February 11, 2011, was the day Egypt changed. Hosni Mubarak,
the country’s president, resigned after 30 years of autocratic
rule as a result of an 18-day protest from Egyptian citizens.
Then, instead of transitioning the government into a democratic system, the military
seized power, leading to “growing numbers of Egyptians wonder[ing] whether they
had traded one military regime for another and their growing anger boiled over into
periodic street battles,” according to The New York Times.
“The rapid fall of Mr. Mubarak in the face of protests that united young liberal
demonstrators and the Muslim Brotherhood was the capstone event of the so-called
Arab Spring,” The New York Times wrote, “inspiring demonstrators in Libya, Syria
and elsewhere.”
Between November 2011 and January 2012, Egypt held parliamentary elections,
with the intent that Parliament would maintain a subordinate role to the military
regime until after the ratification of a constitution and the election of a president.
This should be completed by June.
The parliamentary elections resulted in one winner: the Muslim Brotherhood,
which took 47 percent of seats, according to The New York Times. Combined with
other Muslim political parties, 70 percent of Egyptian Parliament seats are currently
held by Muslims.
The Muslim Brotherhood, according to The New York Times, is “the most powerful
political force in Egypt,” and it has deep roots in Islam.
Isobel Coleman, a senior fellow for U.S. foreign policy at the Council on Foreign
Relations in New York, told CNN, “In this sense, the presidential election will be an
important indicator of how much weight Egyptians give to Islam as a factor in their
political life. . . . But a vote for a candidate with more conservative Islamist leanings
— and there is evidence of strong support for such candidates — will likely influence
the writing of the constitution, with potential for a long-lasting impact on the rights
of minorities and women in particular.”
According to the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Shariah law, or Islamic law,
influences legislation in most Muslim nations. The website explains that “a movement
to allow [S]haria[h] to govern personal status law, a set of regulations that pertain to
marriage, divorce, inheritance, and custody, is even expanding in the West.”
“There are so many varying interpretations of what [S]haria[h] actually means that
in some places it can be incorporated into political systems relatively easily,” said
Steven A. Cook, CFR senior fellow for Middle Eastern studies.
Some interpretations of Shariah law are used to justify cruel and unusual punishment, including amputation and stoning, CFR.org stated. Harsher interpretations
may also lead to the unequal treatment of female inheritance, dress and independence.
The website begged the question as to whether Shariah law “can coexist with secularism, democracy, or even modernity.”
The website stated, “Vigilante justice still takes place. Honor killings, murders committed in retaliation for bringing dishonor on one’s family, are a worldwide problem.
. . . Other practices that are woven into the [S]haria[h] debate, such as female genital
mutilation, adolescent marriages, polygamy, and gender-biased inheritance rules,
elicit as much controversy.”
The current leader in Egyptian polls, according to CNN, is Mohomed Morsi. Coleman stated, “A vote for Mohamed Morsi will consolidate the Brotherhood’s political
influence, which could translate into a constitution with weaker provisions for protection of minority and women’s rights.”
However, according to an article on ikhwanweb.com, the official English website
of the Muslim Brotherhood, the Morsi campaign’s aim is to “protect political rights,
freedom of expression, right to form parties, and to end political arrests and detention
and exceptional trials, to guarantee citizens the right to civilian trials.”
Even so, Coleman sees another frontrunner as the more democratic choice for
Egypt. “If Abdel Moneim Aboul Fotouh emerges as the winner,” she wrote, “it will be
a sign that Egyptians are interested in a more pluralistic agenda within an Islamic
framework.”
C ontributor

Make a Global Impact!
Live, Serve, and Learn in Urban Slums
The M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership at Azusa Pacific is an overseas
program that includes a semester spent in downtown Los Angeles followed by two
years living abroad at one of eight partnership sites in slum communities.
In this integrated approach to leadership development and social entrepreneurship,
students earn their master’s degree while living among the world’s 1.3 billion
urban poor. Graduates emerge equipped as catalysts for spiritual, social, and
economic change.

45 units • Two-year program • Accredited by WASC

Learn more about APU’s MATUL program.
Contact us today!
Phone: (805) 290-0441
Email: matul@apu.edu
Website: www.apu.edu/matul
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When asked how long he had been at Taylor,
Department Chair and Professor of Political Science Phil Loy raised his eyebrows, smiling. “Well, I
came here as a student in 1958, but we don’t count
that, do we?” After teaching at Taylor for 47 years,
Loy is retiring.
An awful lot of lives can be influenced in 47 years,
and no one knows this better than Loy’s students.
“He’s had a massive impact on my life, and for that
I’m so grateful,” said Taylor President Eugene
Habecker of his own experience in Loy’s classroom.
Habecker first met Loy in a political science class
during his freshman year at Taylor in 1964. “I’ve
known him for almost half a century,” Habecker
said. He chuckled. “That’s a long time.”
Since that time, Habecker pointed out several
positive ways Loy’s teaching affected him. “He
really helped me to develop a Christian mind,”
Habecker said. “He would never allow [students]
to merely present our opinions — he forced us to
really think about why we believed what we did.
He would not let us settle.”
...Continued Below

...Continued from above

Senior political science major Katie Moore, who is currently taking Congress and the Presidency
with Loy, echoed this opinion. “I love the discussions in his classes — they are extremely challenging and thought-provoking. Professor Loy’s classes have really helped me figure out what I
believe and why,” Moore said. She paused, then smiled. “He’s great.”
When asked what else she appreciated about Loy, Moore had an instant response. “Professor Loy
has a lot of hobbies he is passionate about, and I think that makes him a lot more approachable
for students.” She laughed. “One time, my roommate and I ran into him at Gas City Speedway.
It made my day!”
Loy will continue teaching two courses each semester, which is something students are happy
about. “I would definitely recommend that students take a class with him, and you’ll hear any
political science major tell you that,” Moore said.
Loy also expressed satisfaction with his upcoming position as a half-time faculty member. “I
would miss giving up teaching completely,” he said. “I love preparing for class and interacting
with students. That’s why I want to ease out.”
Assistant Professor of Political Science Dr. Nicolas Kerton-Johnson first met Loy when he began
his own teaching position in 2010. “[Loy] is very supportive and encouraging,” said Kerton-Johnson
of his boss. “He also loves to tease.”
Kerton-Johnson, who is originally from Cape Town, South Africa, also described Loy as protective of his co-workers and students. “Being new, and especially being foreign, it is easy for me to

make occasional mistakes, but [Loy] always has my back,” he said. “Having his belief and faith
in me has been incredibly helpful.”
Taylor has changed a lot during his 47 years of teaching. Loy’s first mentioned change had to
do with the buildings on campus. “Taylor has really changed physically since I first came. If you
draw a line from Rediger Chapel, which was then Maytag Gymnasium, to Ayres, there was nothing
this way,” Loy said, gesturing out his window toward Wengatz, Olson and the DC.
Loy chuckled. “I remember back in April of ’65, when we all trumped through the muddy fields
to watch the groundbreaking of Wengatz Hall. We all thought, ‘why on earth are they building a
dorm way out here?’”
Loy also mentioned his favorite aspect of working at Taylor: the students. “I love the students,”
he said, smiling. He paused, then continued. “I’m very proud of them and what they’ve gone out
and accomplished. I guess a poster child of that would be President Habecker.”
In addition to his psychology major, Habecker decided to double major in political science after
his first class with Loy. “I thoroughly enjoyed his class, so after that adding the major was a nobrainer,” Habecker said. Even after his extensive education since college, Habecker shared that
Loy remains one of his most influential teachers. “I would say of all the dozens and dozens of
professors I’ve had, he’s easily in the top five best. He really brought out the best in me.”
“It’s been a very satisfying career,” Loy said. “I thought there’d be some pretty exciting things
happening here, and I haven’t been disappointed.” He leaned back in his chair and smiled. “But
now, it’s time to go.”
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“They’ve been sort of opposed to the idea for a while, but my sister
“I guess when the fall started, we got a lot of weird looks, too —
Caitlin Wilson
had a talk with them, too, which helped, and now they’re perfectly
really weird looks from almost everybody here at Taylor,” Andrea
E ditor in chief
fine with it,” Rohit said.
Parra said.
“With my dad, he always said I grew up in a culture similar to the
These looks happen not because she is Venezuelan, although
you can’t tell at first glance because her porcelain skin makes her look like a U.S., so if you date somebody who’s completely different, things won’t work, and
Caucasian American. These looks happen because she is dating Rohit Jesudian, you’ll have problems with kids,” Andrea said. “It took my dad a little longer [to
accept our relationship] because he thought we would clash a lot.”
an Indian.
Statistics show interracial relationships in the Midwest are more uncommon.
Andrea, a second-year masters student, and Rohit, a senior, are one interracial couple on campus learning to navigate their backgrounds, prejudices According to the Pew Research Study, “White couples are more prevalent in the
and friends’ and families’ concerns. The number of interracial couples is not Midwest, where 77 percent of newlywed husbands and wives from 2008 to 2010
only increasing on campus but is increasing nationwide, according to a Pew were both white.” The highest interracial relationship percentage is in the West,
and Hawaii has the highest statewide percentage at 42 percent.
Research Center study.
Despite low percentages of interracial couples in the Midwest, both couples
The February 2012 survey reported 15 percent of all marriages in 2010 were
interracial — between spouses of different ethnicities, backgrounds and races. said their close friends readily accepted their relationships. However, responses
The 2010 percentage has more than doubled compared to 1980, when only 7 from the couples varied in regard to others’ reactions at Taylor.
“I honestly feel like I’ve never really run into any negative connotations with
percent of marriages were interracial.
that on campus,” Shayna said. “I feel like our camBlack-white marriage approval is also at an allpus does a really good job of accepting interracial
time high. A September 2011 USA Today/Gallup poll
“. . .despite the college generation
couples on campus.”
reports 96 percent of blacks and 84 percent of whites
Andrea and Rohit said while their close friends
approve of black-white marriages. The numbers are
being more accepting of interracial
approved of their relationship, other friends
in stark contrast with the 1958 approval rate of 4
weren’t as sure.
percent.
relationships, stereotypes are still pres“Our other friends [who don’t know us as well]
Despite the rise in interracial relationship percentare like, ‘I think you guys should pray about it
ages, interracial couples still face challenges. For
more and think about it more — maybe wait a few
interracial couples at Taylor, one of those challenges
ent and need to be overcome. . .”
years,” Rohit said.
is telling their family.
Andrea said the weird looks happened because
Sophomores Nate Nupanga and Shayna Wood have
their relationship was unexpected, but as people
been dating for two years. They admit their families
became used to seeing them as a couple, she hasn’t noticed the reactions as often.
were shocked when they learned of their relationship.
“We don’t really care,” Andrea said. “People are looking, but it’s not going to
“It’s been hard just because when people see you with someone of a different
race, especially with grandparents,” Shayna said. “But then when you add onto change anything.”
An article in College Student Journal from March 2000 reported 49.6 percent
it, ‘Oh, he’s from Africa,’ your mom’s first instinct is ‘Oh, he’s taking my daughter
of 620 university students surveyed expressed openness to being involved in
to Africa with him.’”
Shayna is from Marion and has never been out of the country. However, Nate, an interracial relationship. The 2012 Pew Research study said, “Minorities,
a Congolese, has been to nine countries and said his parents haven’t yet met younger adults, the college-educated, those who describe themselves as liberal
and those who live in the Northeast or the West are more disposed than others
Shayna in person.
“Finding out at first that we were dating was a pretty big shock to them at first, to see intermarriage in a positive light.”
Nate believes that despite the college generation being more accepting of
but we’ve all come to the place where especially my mom has really warmed
interracial relationships, stereotypes are still present and need to be overcome,
up to the idea,” Nate said.
Research shows parents are less likely to approve of interracial relationships. whether a couple is of different races or is the same ethnicity. He offers other
Gallup reports that 18- to 29-year-olds are the most accepting demographic of couples the advice he gave to Shayna when they began dating.
“Every couple has the opportunity to basically tell people how they’re going to
interracial relationships (97 percent). The width of generation gaps between
grandparents and grandchildren and even parents and children is evident. perceive them or determine how people are going to perceive them,” Nate said.
Thirty- to 49-year-olds have a 91 percent acceptance rate, and 50- to 64-year-olds “. . . only by our works and our relationship and how long it’s going to last and
have an 88 percent acceptance rate. But with each generation, the gaps lessen. how we’re together — that’s going to allow people to perceive us the way that
Andrea and Rohit’s parents weren’t happy when they found out their children we ought to be perceived.”
were dating. However, like Nate and Shayna’s families, Andrea and Rohit said
their parents began accepting the relationship with time.

Most desired employee qualities from The National Association of
Colleges and Employers:

Just Girls: All Dressed Up
This trend is simple — dresses.
They seem to come flying out of
our closets at the first sight of an
80-degree day, but at the end of
the year they become even more
important. Banquets, recitals and
graduation give an excuse for
the necessary emergency dress
shopping. Although annual events,
try and spice it up this year! A
tea-length floral dress wears at
all of the above occasions, plus
summer weddings and backyard
barbecues. Go for a bold, bright
print, but if you’re feeling shy, you
might prefer a smaller floral.

Guy Talk: Loafed Out
On the heels of summer, throwing
out the winter dress shoes and
grabbing more spring styled
loafers keeps you professional
and weather appropriate. Loafers
come in all shapes and colors, but
if feeling nervous, stick to neutrals.
You can play up color with printed
socks.

Life &
Times
word of the week

sycophant:
one who attempts to win favor by
flattering influential people
-from Dictionary.com

· Ability to work in a team structure

Holla for
haller

· Ability to verbally communicate with persons inside and outside the organization
· Ability to make decisions and solve problems
· Ability to obtain and process information

Social
Media

· Ability to plan, organize, and prioritize work

gon e

Tay l o r

· Ability to analyze quantitative data
· Technical knowledge related to the job

Daniel Morrill

S ports editor

For the first 10 years of Jason Marquis’ career, every team he played
on went to the playoffs. In 12 seasons, the former big-league pitcher
won just six more games than he lost and sported a less-than-flattering 4.55 earned run average, but wherever he went, they won. He
was known in some circles as the “luckiest man in baseball.”
2005 Taylor alumnus Dave Haller has seen similar success during
first six years in Major League Baseball, except for the fact that he
works in an office and not from a mound.
Haller graduated from Taylor with a major in business management and a minor in Spanish. He broke into the baseball sphere with
an internship for the well-respected yearly book and web publication
Baseball Prospectus during his senior year and another internship
with the Columbus Clippers (Triple-A affiliate of the Cleveland
Indians) after graduation.
“Anybody who knew me knew that I was crazy about baseball and
that it was kind of what I wanted to do,” Haller said.
A year later, Haller was working for the San Diego Padres as a
media relations intern. Haller got the opportunity to work with the
club into the postseason as the Padres won their second-straight
division championship.
In 2007 Haller landed another internship within the Indians’
organization, this time with the big-league club. A lifelong fan of the
Tribe, Haller got to see his team win its first division championship
in six years and be tied for the best record in baseball.
Just a month after the Indians lost a heartbreaking seven-game
American League Championship series to the Boston Red Sox, Haller
started his first full-time baseball job as coordinator of communication for the Tampa Bay Rays.
Haller started just a week after the Rays changed their name (by
dropping the “Devil” out of it) and adopted a new logo and uniforms.
In Haller’s first year in Florida the team which had never finished
out of last place in its decade-long history shocked the baseball world
by winning 97 games and a division title and advancing to the World
Series.
“It was one of the most miraculous stories in baseball in the last
decade or so,” Haller said. “It was so exciting. A lot of people felt that
the Rays would improve, but to arrive at that time and see it happen
was really something special.”
Last year, Haller was promoted to the director of communication
within the organization. His responsibilities include being the liaison
between the players, coaches, the team’s front office and the media, as
well as producing team publications. Haller says for him that 14-hour
workdays are typical.
“It’s kind of a lifestyle, it’s not just a job,” Haller said. “If you’re not
passionate about baseball, you’re not going to stick with it very long.”
During his time with the Rays, Haller has seen the club turn into
a perennial contender, making the playoffs two more times in 2010
and 2011.
“It’s been a lot of fun,” Haller said. “I’m working with a lot of great
people here. I’ve learned so much through my time here. I feel like
the luckiest guy in the world.”
He and Marquis will have to fight over that one.

Tr e n d

· Proficiency with computer software programs
· Ability to create and/or edit written reports

Status update from
taylor network

· Ability to sell or influence others

LOL at the 2nd West guys wearing
full leather for TWR on the hottest
day of the semester
#nasty #TaylorU

Survey mirrors spirituality

-from David VanTongeren

Corrie Dyke

L ife & T imes co - editor

Body image perception has been on the mind since middle school. It comes
at us in many different facets: family, peers and most heavily, the media.
Defined as an intellectual or idealized image of what one’s body is or should
be like; it is also defined as sometimes misconceived. Body image can be
often disguised on a Christian campus, but have you ever wondered how
your spiritual life affects your level of body image satisfaction? The question
sparked senior exercise science majors Ali Hinnen and Corrie Walters to
spend the school year studying the subject.
“At a Christian university people talk so much about community . . . we both
have had experience with body image . . . and were curious if spiritual maturity actually has impact,” Walters said.
According to Hinnen and Walters’ presentation poster, clear contributors
to body image satisfaction include age, gender, physical activity level, dietary
habits, athletic involvement and relationship status. Because the influence of
Christian maturity had not been thoroughly examined, their research purpose
was to “investigate the influence of Christian maturity and the previously
mentioned variables on body image satisfaction.”
After sending out approximately 1,600 surveys to the Taylor community, the
results are in. According to the poster, 1,052 surveys were returned with 500
male and 552 female participants.
To the girls, one of the biggest surprises of their results was gender. Hinnen
said there was a .1 percent difference with body image satisfaction between
genders.
“Guys struggle with body image, too; that was interesting,” Walters said.
Hinnen and Walters compiled the 99-question survey with the aid of Dr.
Hayes and based questions off surveys done by Dr. Snyder and others. The
surveys were sent out the first week of February, although initial research
started at the beginning of fall semester.
Ages 18 through 65 and older were surveyed, and the overall results
revealed higher joy and peace and fruits of the spirit equaled overall higher
body image (see graph). Individuals 65 years of age and older had the highest
overall body image satisfaction and higher nutritional habits suggested higher
satisfaction levels
Another result Hinnen and Walters were surprised by was that engaged
individuals ranked highest in body image satisfaction, while married individuals ranked lowest.
“This goes to show others’ perception goes into our body image.” Walters said.

“It surprised both of us where we find our worth.”
Although no practical significance was found, the statistical significance
shows there is more to be researched.
According to Hinnen, a group of juniors may be continuing research on the
topic.
“We can’t conclude that these results have value or merit for change, or to
put into practice or affect the real world,” Hinnen said. “Even though there
were some interesting results that were statistically significant, we can’t conclude anything from them since there was no practical significance. However,
we can suggest that further research may be conducted — better distributing sample population sizes and using different instruments for measuring
Christian maturity.”

Fact
of the

Week

Did you know?
The movie “Jurassic Park” has
influenced many of our culture’s
ideas of dinosaurs, especially the
Velociraptor. The film showed
person-sized, speedy and smart
predators that were door-opening
killing machines. But scientists
tell us this portrayal is far from
accurate.
Velociraptors actually were much
smaller, barely reaching half a
meter. They also were believed to
have feathers, making them look
more like giant chickens than the
lizard-like monsters Spielberg
showed.

Spiritual Maturity vs. Body Image

-from guardian.co.uk

Infograph by McLean Roberts
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GAME CHANGER
fashions and body image expectations may be
The arena is set. The play- Journalism. A study revealed that, in many
linked to trends that are set by movies and
of the highest grossing films over the last five
staff writer ers chosen. And the gametelevision.
years, only 32.8 percent of speaking parts were
makers plan every move. We
“Research has a hard time proving direct caugiven to women. In addition, the research stated
watch events unfold on screen, and while we
sality, but my hunches say that we are really
that a greater percentage of young women than
may not like what we see, we somehow can’t
young men were portrayed in provocative roles, influenced, myself included,” Bruner stated.
look away.
The Taylor University film professor went
and only about one in 10 film directors were
No, these are not “The Hunger Games,” but
on to state that, although the producers of Holfemale.
they are a set of media strategies that thrive on
lywood media may have started these trends
“Historically speaking, female-driven action
exploitation and inaccurate portrayals. And the
of female misrepresentation, women often conrecent success of Suzanne Collins’ popular dys- movies often have a hard time selling. Most of
tinue to perpetuate them.
the action films that have become huge hits are
topian action/adventure novel has begun to heat
“I think we’ve lost track of how much we’ve
either male-driven or ensemble,” said Gitesh
up the question that has not been answered for
absorbed, and how much it influences the
Pandya, editor of the box office analyst site
years — decades even.
clothes we put on and the way we behave in
In the game of media, why do women con- boxofficeguru.com.
mixed gender situations, and the way that we
However, with the success of films like “The
tinue to play the roles dictated to them?
photograph ourselves and
The answer to this is more
complicated than you might
“‘Most films are from a male-centric point of view, and women post on Facebook,” Bruner
said. “We’ve absorbed so
think. In this day and age,
women are on screen everyare usually supporting characters rather than main characters, much that it’s hard for us
to even see what we would
where. In movies. In television.
look like if we hadn’t.”
In news broadcasting. In adverand they’re supporting the male characters who are heroes.’”
A game change in the
tising.
Hollywood arena will be
But as many roles as women
Hunger Games,” which was the first female- difficult for women to achieve, but Bruner said
can occupy in the media, the most important
aspects of female portrayals are often over- centered action flick to crack the top 200 world- she believes there is a more powerful answer
to the problem than has ever been offered by
wide box-office hits of all time, a new precedent
looked — or worse — skewed, according to
Hollywood.
media communication professor Kathy Bruner. is being set for gamemakers in Hollywood.
“For me the final statement is just to look to
“This film may prove to be quite groundbreak“Most films are from a male-centric point of
view, and women are usually supporting char- ing,” Gwen Athene Tarbox, an associate pro- Jesus, because his picture of women was very
counter-cultural,” Bruner concluded. “I do get
fessor of English and affiliate in gender and
acters rather than main characters, and they’re
supporting the male characters who are heroes,” women’s studies at Western Michigan Univer- concerned when I see women and men absorbing Hollywood stereotypes and christening
sity told the Detroit News.
Bruner said.
them as Scripture . . . . We should not be using
According to Bruner, the heart of the issue
Bruner’s thoughts are matched by research
Hollywood to interpret Scripture, we should be
is how pop culture media’s portrayal of women
from the University of Southern California’s
using Scripture to interpret Hollywood.”
affects audiences. This is because ever-changing
Annenberg School for Communication and

Photo by Jonathan Wormgoor
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‘NOISES OFF’ IS

laughter on
Rachel Vachon
A & E E dit o r

Sardines. Doors. Sardines and doors.
There simply are no words.
I sit at the computer with no idea how to begin
this review. With a smile, I can only shake my
head and laugh. Without a doubt, “Noises Off,”
the final performance of the season by the Taylor
Theatre, is pure and enjoyable entertainment. It
is also perfected pandemonium. Like I said, no
words are forthcoming, but I assure the cast this
is in a good way.
Set in 1950s England, “Noises Off ” is a threeact performance that follows a group of actors
as they produce a play and take it on the road.
Within the play’s play, misunderstanding reigns
as the plot revolves around two couples temporarily sharing the same house without each
other knowing. The oblivious and obliging housekeeper unwittingly accommodates both with
her cluelessness throughout. Between stage

problems and personal issues within the group,
the production keeps going until it falls apart
completely.
“Noises Off” is bursting at the seams with comedy that will make the audience laugh till their
stomachs hurt and their eyes water. The humor
lies in the comical mistakes, misunderstandings,
antics and the premise that whatever can go
wrong does. Despite the sensory overload, this
play is certainly a must-see. It is even funnier
than an episode of “I Love Lucy.”
While I recommend this production,“Noises
Off” is definitely for a college and adult audience.
The humor, scenarios and innuendos contain
mature content that isn’t appropriate for children. The content befits the intended audience
and will fill those who attend with irrepressible
laughter.
The cast for this production is comprised
of freshman Lucas Sweitzer, juniors Hanna
Ryberg, Jessica Koloian and Taryn Dunton and
seniors Amy Palmer, Drew Crane, Tim Davis,
Tim McDermott and Ryan Maloney. They work

together and play off of one other seamlessly and
energetically. Their personalities and chemistry
truly make the play what it is.
Also, the set itself is a work of art. Two stories
and on a moveable base, the audience gets a different perspective and a unique viewing experience as the set is flipped for the second act. The
structure reflects the play-within-a-play feel and
makes the performance more intriguing.
For those interested in attending, “Noises Off”
opens with a performance Friday at 8 p.m. Other
showings will be May 5, 11 and 12 at 8 p.m., as
well as May 6 and 12 at 2 p.m. Tickets can be
purchased from the Rupp ticket office. Tickets
are $8 for Taylor students, $12 for adults, $10 for
students and $8 for seniors and children.
So what do sardines and doors have to do with
the plot? I still have no idea, but they are catalysts for mayhem. “Noises Off” is the ideal play to
end an exemplary season. Hats off to the theatre
department for a wonderful and delightful performance and to another great year of theatrical
excellence!

POE REVIVED
changed. According to Semtner, “If accepted by
one of Poe’s friends. He is said to be comparing
Edgar Allan Poe has been
Poe scholars, this version of ‘To Helen” would
the friend’s mother to Helen of Troy.
dead for more than 150
The Edgar Allan Poe Museum in Richmond, be an important find because it represents a
years, but this may very
unique, unpublished draft that likely predates
Va., is hosting a 90th Anniversary Celebration
well be his most successful year yet.
April 26-July 11, 2012, where the new manu- the poem’s first printing in 1831 when Poe was
Poe’s tales of murder and crime thrill, trouble
script will be displayed alongside other authen- 22.”
and terrify audiences, but he is not here to
Baker agrees it is significant, but for other
tic Poe manuscripts, notes and letters.
enjoy his fame. In similar fashion to authors
reasons.
The exhibit will be called “Poe’s Quill: The
like Henry David Thoreau and Emily Dickinson,
“Since it is an earlier, inferior version, it would
Poe never experienced fame until after his death. Letters and Manuscripts of Edgar Allan Poe.” In
primarily give insight into Poe’s revision style
this exhibit, previously torn manuscripts that
Yet, he has been a great influence on American
literature. Taylor University’s professor of Eng- were dispersed after Poe’s death will be brought — how he improved diction for instance,” Baker
said.
together after 150 years of separation. There will
lish Dr. Beulah Baker has studied Poe and his
This draft of “To Helen” was found while the
also be two short stories, five poems, four essays,
influence on American literature.
Poe Museum was digitizing and cataloging
two pages of notes and several letters, all in Poe’s
“Poe gave attention to craft and ways poems
manuscripts. It was in an album owned by one
and short stories are designed to impact read- own writing. The Poe Museum’s curator Chris
of Poe’s cousins, Amelia Poe of Baltimore, Md.
Semtner said, “Seeing all these letters in one
ers emotionally — so details and diction are
Her album was given to the Poe Museum in
place is the closest thing to standing over Poe’s
significant,” Baker said.
the 1930s, but the manuscript was found only
shoulder while he wrote.”
The Edgar Allan Poe Museum has found a
a month ago.
The newfound manuscript is a version of
new manuscript of one of Poe’s early works, “To
Although the manuscript has yet to be authenHelen,” which was written about the mother of “To Helen” in which the first stanza has been

Kailey Traylor

C o n tribut o r
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IN DEFENSE OF..
cosplay
Justin Chisham
C o n tribut o r

Researching this particular topic has
been interesting, to say the least. Sifting through Google Image results, on the
other hand, often reminded me of the
times I searched for “crusty bedsores” or
“gangrene + maggots.”
Just . . . don’t ask.
Yes, I am employing hyperbole here.
However, the picture of an overweight
gentleman squeezed into the attire of
anime beauty Faye Valentine is quite
memorable. Add in the fact that he is
attempting to roundhouse kick and you
have . . . I just don’t know.
I was exaggerating earlier. The bed
sores weren’t that bad.
I’ll define, for the bewildered among you.
“Cosplay” is short for costume play and
incorporates most of the people you see
at “Star Wars” conventions. You construct
a costume stitched together from Goodwill
fragments and antique belt buckles, juryrig some cardboard armor and BAM you’re
Boba Fett.
For some reason, it’s always Boba Fett. I
found one picture with nine of them.
It’s not always “Star Wars,” though. In
fact, the scariest come from other niche
audiences, like “Transformers,” “Pokémon” or “My Little Pony.” I found one man
dressed as Velma from “Scooby-Doo,” to
my complete horror.
Now, some cosplayers are quite impressive, mostly for their adherence to detail.
Some Japanese cosplayers are celebrities and spend thousands of dollars to
perfectly emulate an anime character. To
them, life is like Disneyland, except everyone is wearing oversized animal heads.
I’ll let you picture that for a moment
. . . okay, moving on.
I get how it can be fun to play pretend.
Heck, most acting is pretty similar, and
I’m a theater guy. My fear is when they
cross over the “fun” line and dash into the
“obsessive-to-the-point-of-social-paralysis”
end zone. But let’s see how the community
defends itself.
In my routine research, I found fan blogs.
Scratch that, I slogged through fan blog
after fan blog until the word “awesome”
lost all meaning. Vocab variety, people!
Eventually, I found something worthwhile.
Nicole Wakelin of GeekMom.com wrote
an article about how conventions are
“bully-free” zones, despite the amount of
snarky commentary that swirls around
them. She quotes an article in Men’s Fitness titled, “NY Comic Con: Flabby Versions of Your Favorite Superheroes!” to
display the widespread snarkiness surrounding this particular hobby.
I obviously know nothing of such snarkiness.
Tom Pinchuck of comicvine.com writes,
“‘Mainstream culture’ has an awfully long
list of hobbies it says are only suitable
for children . . . (it baffles me) how much
negative sentiment about cosplaying I’ve
heard from fans and pros alike.”
Okay, point taken.
I still believe some of these cosplayers
are trapped in fantasy worlds. Pretend
can become obsession, and that is a dangerous downward spiral. However, that
fact does not give me a license to bully. As
long as everything is in good fun, I am fine
with even the strangest cosplay.
And let me tell you, I’ve seen some
doozies. Ever wanted to see a large gentleman dress like Wonder Woman? I know I
didn’t!
ticated, it is still an important piece of Poe’s
works.
In addition to the draft of “To Helen,” many
other rare manuscripts are on display at the
Edgar Allan Poe museum, sure to attract many
tourists. The Museum has a wealthy collection
of Poe artifacts and memorabilia, including Poe’s
clothing, bed, trunk, walking stick and even
some locks of hair.
Finally, Poe has even inspired a movie. “The
Raven” tells the tale of a murderer who draws
inspiration from Poe’s terrible tales. John Cusack
will portray Poe in his last days hunting down
the killer. “The Raven” hit theaters April 27.

review: QUIT GOING TO CHURCH
Katelyn Irons
cONtribut o r

We all struggle with it — the apathetic, “blah”
attitude that creeps into our lives concerning our
Christianity. What we need to do is stop going
through the motions. “Quit Going to Church” by
Bob Hostetler outlines 12 areas where Christians can struggle with apathy. Some of his
chapter titles are “Quit Saying Your Prayers,”
“Quit Reading Your Bible” and “Quit Trying to
Be Good.”
In the introduction, Hostetler states the book
is “about identifying and correcting the way we
have forgotten — or departed from — the way
of Jesus.” It is about throwing off the fetters of
religion and focusing on why we have faith in the
first place. It’s about losing the mindset of going
to church or praying. It’s about changing your

of their lives. It is meant to rekindle the passion
that those readers may have had at the beginmindset to fellowshipping and living out your
ning of their introduction to the faith. Even so,
Christianity with other believers and sitting
down and having a chat with our majestic Father. the book is a great read for Christians at any
level. It is humorous at times and convicting at
A word that Hostetler uses a lot in his book
is “Churchianity.” This is what our Christian- others. The 12 chapters all end with a prayer and
are perfect for a daily or weekly study.
ity becomes when we go through the motions
Bob Hostetler is a pastor and speaker who
and forget the meaning and passion behind
our actions. Readers are warned about follow- has written 27 books. He is known for his book
ing Churchianity because it is a religion with “American Idols” and the book he co-authored
with Josh McDowell, “Don’t Check Your Brains
good intentions, but works become the focus. As
at the Door.”
Ephesians 2:8 states, “For it is by grace you have
Whether you are in need of a devotional study
been saved, through faith — and this not from
or something to read in the pasta line, you
yourselves, it is the gift of God.”
need to check out this funny, captivating and
“Quit Going to Church” is mainly for Christians
convicting book.
who have been going to church for a good portion
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F eminism from a Guy’s P erspective
S a m

C a r n e s

a n d

C h r i s

G i r g i s ,

s t u d e n t

c o n t r i b u t o r s

In last week’s Echo, there was an article titled “MythBusters: Feminism.” After reading this information wasn’t revealed through a conversation, but through holding the door
this, we felt very compelled to respond. We are not sexist; furthermore, we do not even open for her. She completely rejected the idea of letting him hold the door open for her
hate feminists. However, we do believe there are some flaws in this position. But if one because she didn’t want to be seen as a weak woman. This poor guy was just trying to be
of us tells a girl that he is against feminism, all of the sudden he’s a villain. It appears a gentleman. Here, he was acting in a way that he thought was
there is confusion as to why any rational, 21st-century Christian would disagree with right and proper, but she wanted nothing to do with it. However,
the fundamentals of feminism. We have set out to defend people who are frustrated with he later found out that when it came to paying the bill, it was
feminism. Hopefully, after reading this article from a male’s perspective, you will under- still his to pay for the meal. That cultural expectation
was apparently all right with her. What is a guy to
stand why modern feminism can be seen as unapproachable.
The initial issue we have from the article is the comment “How could we possibly oppose do? It is confusing to guys that some women would
something ordained by God” that was mentioned to show support of marriage. We certainly put so much value in equality in some things but
agree with that. In Ephesians 5:22-23 Paul writes, “Wives, submit to your husbands as to not others. Maybe there is something to that idea.
Two weeks ago, Dr. Meadors
the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the
asked me, “Sam, how much do
head of the church . . . .” We are fully aware that Paul continues in
you weigh?” I gave my answer
verse 25 that husbands should love their wives as Christ did, so
“You clearly stated your views unashamedly because the idea
we 100-percent agree with you that men should treat their wives
everyone in my Bib Lit II
with utmost respect and dedication. However, the Bible seems
on feminism as peaceful and of
class knowing my weight (265
to be very clear that in a marriage ordained by God, men and
pounds) doesn’t bother me.
women have different roles. That is not intended to disrespect
well intended, but you can’t
he would have asked that
women. Most guys are not able to be compassionate like women
speak for all feminists through Ifquestion
to a girl, she’d be
and would not be able to fill that role in their household. We
distraught. There are keys
have different roles as guys and girls, and that is perfectly OK.
your dictionary definition.”
differences in guys and girls,
The next issue we want to address is the idea of defining
and there is nothing wrong
modern feminism with a dictionary. The definition is, “the theory
with that. When did being
of the political, social, and economic equality of the sexes.” While
that definition may have nothing to do with “outrageous displays of emotion,” that doesn’t different become negative?
Someday when we’re married, we’ll treat our
mean it can speak for everyone. You clearly stated your views on feminism as peaceful
and well-intended, but you can’t speak for all feminists through your dictionary definition. spouses in a biblically sound manner. God made
Merriam-Webster defines Christianity as “conformity to the Christian religion.” That is a me completely different from my future spouse
great definition of a Christian, but we all know people who call themselves “Christians” (thank the Lord), but that doesn’t mean she is
that hardly conform to Christianity. Even though we would agree that a Christian who inferior . . . just DIFFERENT. I hope you can
does not act like a Christian is indeed not a Christian, people will look at that person and understand why guys are skeptical when it
have a tainted view of what Christianity looks like. The same argument can be made in comes to this wishy-washy, sometimes-equalbut-sometimes-not version of feminism, and I
reference to feminism.
We will conclude with a two true stories. A guy (who will remain nameless) once took a hope that this will help in bringing understandgirl (who also will remain nameless) out on a date and found out she was a feminist. Now, ing between our genders.
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By

Head to Head:: Wing Involvement

Pros

CONS

Editor’s note: The author of this article
chooses to remain anonymous out of
respect for his or her wing.

Anonymous

Okay, let me get one thing on the record right now. I’m not a psychology or sociology expert. I don’t have a degree in group interaction
studies. And I certainly am not here to bash my wing. (Whoops, guess
that was three things. Oh well . . . .)
See, the fact is, I love my wing. (And I’m not just saying that
because I know many of them are likely to read this.) In many ways,
several of the girls who live on my wing are like my family. We laugh
together. We talk together. Sometimes we cry together.
So what, you may ask, is my seeming objection to wing involvement?
Well, let me tell you.
In my own personal experience, just because a certain group of
people is like your family, it doesn’t mean that it is healthy,(or desirable) to spend an excessive amount of time with them. I haven’t
conducted a campus-wide survey, but something tells me that I’m not
the only one who finds that time away from my dorm family actually
helps me to grow closer to them.
Now let me clarify. I am certainly NOT saying that you should
avoid spending quality time with your wing. All I’m saying is that
you don’t have to try to be involved in every pick-a-date, every wing
dinner or every retreat. And you certainly don’t have to try to bond
deeply with every single girl or boy on your floor.

“I haven’t conducted a campus-wide survey, but
something tells me that I’m not the only one
who finds that time away from my dorm family
actually helps me to grow closer to them.”
When I moved onto my wing, I was incredibly concerned about
fitting in. I went to small group, had coffee/lunch dates with as
many of my wing-mates as possible and joined the shopping trips,
the pick-a-dates and the wing dinners . . . until one day, I realized a
very startling fact.
I wasn’t experiencing any spiritual growth, refreshment or enjoyment.
I felt so much pressure to be involved that I wasn’t actually bonding
with those people. It was then that I threw in the proverbial towel on
trying to be the model of a dedicated Taylor wing-mate. I began to pay
attention to what was beneficial over what was expected. I focused
my energies on specific friendships within and outside the wing. I
began to venture beyond the brick walls of my dorm and realized bold,
strong friendships that challenged and grew me.
This article is not meant to give the impression that I have arrived
at the ultimate example of what Taylor wing involvement (or uninvolvement, if I may invent the word),should look like. The fact is, wing
roles are going to look different for everyone. All I’m saying is, I don’t
like to see people buy into the pressure that can come with living
on a wing. You’re not a bad person if you venture out into the broad
horizon that Taylor has to offer. You can enrich lives and experience
encouragement whether you’re doing so on the wing or in the world.

Let your voice be heard!
To become a contributor to the Opinions section, submit your in-depth and
researched articles to Gabriel_Bain@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

I love my wing. I eat nearly every meal with my wing-mates, I
always sit with them in chapel, I do homework in our lounge
sta f f w r ite r
all the time and wing worship is the highlight of my week. I am
the opposite extreme of the person who sleeps on the wing and that’s it. If you want to find
Meredith, check 2CO.
This doesn’t prevent me from having friends elsewhere: my closest friend at Taylor lives in
English and I have friends in Gerig and Bergwall. It does not prevent me from being involved
across campus: I work catering, referee intramurals, sing with Gospel Choir and write for
The Echo. The only thing my wing involvement prevents is me being a stranger to the wing.
Does this make me awesome? Not at all. But it makes living on the wing incredible.
This year, I’ve seen the wing united in worship and freshmen growing individually,
relationally and spiritually. I’ve seen problems arise and fall as we’ve leaned on each other
for help and support. I’ve seen people open up and share their deepest fears and hurts.
I’ve watched girls daily become more real and honest, as fear has been stripped away and
replaced with trust.
One night, in a girl’s room, six of us — none of whom were especially close — were
brutally honest about ourselves, our families and our struggles. Two weeks ago, another four
of us talked about the ridiculous pressure to look perfect and ended up going to bed with
plans to wear T-shirts the entire next week and work extra hard not to think about what
we looked like. At meals, conversations easily shift from surface to soul and people aren’t
afraid to tell the truth.
None of this would be possible without wing involvement.
It isn’t easy loving those you live with. Thrown together from many different backgrounds,
it’s guaranteed you’ll have a hard time relating to someone. You’re nothing alike — she’s an
environmental science major who believes the population’s going to overwhelm the earth,
and you’re one of 11 kids (true story) — but often those relationships are the most rewarding and will challenge your thinking and how you relate to others in the best ways possible.
It’s easy to go through the motions with friends you find, to stay surface-level and never
hit the deeper matters. Involving yourself with those you live with — regardless of your
backgrounds, beliefs, opinions and interests — will force you to rethink how you live and,
ultimately, prepare you for when you have to relate to the world beyond the bubble.

Meredith Sell

summer

BLACKBOARD
Classes begin on May 22nd. $350 per credit hour
BIB 110 Biblical Literature I
BIB 210 Biblical Literature II
BIB 370 Romans
CAS 110 Public Speaking
CAS 120 Interpersonal Communication
ECO 201 Principles of Microeconomics
ECO 202 Principles of Macroeconomics
ENG 230 World Literature
HIS 124 History of the United States to 1877
HIS 125 History of the United States since 1877
MAT 110 Finite Mathematics
MAT 120 Investigations in Mathematics
PHI 413 Contemporary Christian Belief
PHP 100 Fitness for Life
PHP 200R Running
PHP 402 Administration of Human Performance
PSY 110 Foundations of Psychology
REL 313 Historic Christian Belief
SOC 220 Ethnic and Minority Issues

Registration is available NOW on Tower.
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Trojans fall to cougars in 32-run contest
The top-seeded baseball
fell to the third-seeded
contributo R
Cougars of Mt. Vernon
17-15 in the fifth game of the MCC tournament yesterday. With windy conditions helping
out, the two teams combined for an impressive
39 hits.
The Trojans advanced to yesterday’s game
with a 14-6 win over fourth-seeded Spring
Arbor on Wednesday. Senior pitcher Ryan
Baker picked up his seventh win of the season, striking out seven batters in the process.
Sophomore Jordan Coffey led a high octane
Taylor offense in going 4-5 at the plate and
driving in five runs.
Despite yesterday’s loss to the Cougars,
junior Derek Kinzer had a phenomenal day.
Kinzer led the Trojans offense by going 4-5
and hitting for the cycle. He also scored three
runs and added two RBIs.
“I felt pretty good during BP today,” Kinzer
said. “My swing’s been struggling the past few
days but it started to feel a little bit better. It’s
funny how things work like that; you can have
the worst day and then have the best day the
next game.”
After going scoreless in the first two innings
Taylor got the bats going, scoring 10 runs the
next three innings while holding the Cougars
to just five. Coffey and Kinzer both picked up
RBIs in the big third inning for the Trojans,
while senior Ian Nielsen was able to pick up
two of his own.
Taylor was able to tack on four more runs
in the fifth thanks to freshman pinch hitter
Daimon Buck driving in his first run of the
game, along with a homer by Kinzer and two

Trojan sports

IN BRIEF

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

Bryce Marsee

Sophomore Jordan Coffey dives for a ball during yesterday’s 15-17 loss to Mount Vernon Nazarene in the MCC
Tournament. Coffey went 1-6 with one RBI and one run scored in the loss and is hitting .346 with 46 RBI this season.

Head Coach Kyle Gould said. “With the condimore RBIs by Nielsen.
The sixth inning proved to be the turning tions like they are you can’t give them extra
point in the game. After scoring three runs in outs, and that’s what we did. When you give a
the top of the sixth and extending the lead to team five, six outs in a inning, they took advan13-5 thanks to two RBIs by Buck and a homer tage, and that’s what hurt us.”
With the loss, the Trojans will play Friday at
by Nielsen, the Trojans gave up 11 runs in the
12 p.m. against the winner of Spring Arbor and
bottom half of the inning.
Taylor was able to cut the lead to one in the Huntington game. Because the tournament
seventh inning but was unable to score in the is in a double-elimination format, the Trojans
will have to win two games tomorrow and and
final two innings of play and fell 15-17.
“We just didn’t make a few plays in the field,” one on Saturday in order to take the crown.

hole-in-one highlights tourney 21 trojans get All-mcc honors
Jeff Yoder

The golf team closed its spring season Tuesday afternoon at Orchard Ridge Country
Club in Fort Wayne, Ind., with a fifth-place
finish in the Mid-Central College Conference Championship.
In their best finish since 2005, the Trojans put together an impressive final round with four of their five men shooting in the 70s.
Senior Tyler Ramsland led the squad, shooting 76 in the first round
and back-to-back 73s in rounds two and three to finish the tournament tied for third. While achieving All-Conference honors, Ramsland
also finished his college career with a shot to remember, sinking a
hole-in-one on the ninth hole of the second round.
“For a guy to do that as a senior in his last tournament was pretty
cool,” Head Coach Cam Andry said. The 157-yard par three is positioned with the green elevated above the tee box so Ramsland couldn’t
even see the hole.
“I knew it went in when the spectators by the green went crazy,”
Ramsland said. “To make an ace in my last-ever college tournament
was an incredible feeling and a memory I will cherish for the rest
of my life.”
Other top performers from Taylor included sophomore Brandon
Tereshko (74-76-79) and junior Jimmy Fahlen (79-77-79), who each
carded consistent 70s through all three rounds. Tereshko capped off
his season with birdies on holes 17 and 18 of the third round to finish
in 13th. Fahlen’s consistent outings landed him 17th place overall.
Senior Evan Cather (94-87-79) struggled early on but finished with
a final round score of 79 to end his college career. Freshman Tucker
Fahlen (85-84-87) highlighted his MCC tournament debut by burying
an eagle on the par-four 14th hole.
Marian claimed the MCC championship by shooting a combined
889 in three rounds. Second place Indiana Wesleyan finished 12 shots
behind with a 901, and the Trojans tallied a total of 931.
“The season as a whole was very much a success,” Andry said.
“The highlight was definitely winning the tournament at Indiana
Wesleyan. We saw guys get a lot better this season and that’s what
it’s all about.”
Tuesday’s tournament was the last college match for seniors Ramsland, Cather and junior Steve Deckert, who is graduating a year early.
“They may not even know it, but what they’ve done, as seniors, is
help lay the foundation for building our program,” Andry said.
In his first season as head coach, Andry was named MCC CoCoach of the Year, splitting the honors with Steve Evans of Indiana
Wesleyan.
“It’s a nice honor, but it says a lot more about our guys than it does
me,” Andry said. “I didn’t swing a golf club all season. It’s their honor.”
CONTRIBUTOR

Nick van heest

The track and field teams put together
impressive performances last weekend when
they hosted the MCC Track and Field Championships. The men finished in fourth place, and the women came in
third. Twenty-one Trojans garnered a total of 37 MCC All-Conference
awards, given to the top three finishers in each event.
“We were extremely pleased with our performance,” Head Coach Ted
Bowers said. “We had a lot of contributors and we didn’t back down.”
Junior Henrietta Carey and senior Stephanie Kenney had huge
meets on the women’s side, winning awards for MCC Track Athlete
of the Week and MCC Field Athlete of the Week, respectively.
Carey reclaimed her title as the MCC’s fastest woman with repeat
victories in the 100 (12.25) and 200 meter dashes (25.58), qualifying for the NAIA National Championships in the 100. Carey also
qualified for Nationals in the long jump, soaring 5.5 meters to take
first place.
Next up, the junior qualified for Nationals in the 4x100 meter relay,
teaming up with Kenney, sophomore Erin Price and senior LaJoya
Smith to win with a time of 48.23.
The 4x400 meter relay team of Kenney, Smith, Price and senior
Cassie Vaflor was also victorious, with a time of 4:00.05.
“[Kenney] ran a fabulous anchor leg,” Bowers said. “We were in
third when she got the baton, and she caught up and won the race.”
Kenney also won the triple jump, leaping 10.85 meters. Other wins
for the Trojans included Price’s Nationals-qualifying time of 1:03.50
in the 400 meter hurdles and freshman Elaine Schmeltz’s time of
11:46.14 in the steeplechase.
The women’s final Nationals qualification came from the 4x800
meter relay team of Schmeltz, sophomore Tanya Rogers and freshmen Sarah Neideck and Jenna Norris, who came in third with a
time of 9:30.75.
Taylor’s top performance on the men’s side came from the victorious 4x800 meter relay team of sophomore Mark Oliver, senior Isaac
Bryan, freshman Jared Reed and junior Cerio Rolle, who achieved a
time of 7:44.17 to qualify for Nationals.
Rolle recorded Taylor’s other win with a victory in the 800 meter
run, crossing the line in 1:55.81. Reed came in right behind Rolle to
finish second, clocking in at 1:56.11.
Bryan added two second-place finishes, completing the 1500 meter
run in 4:03.39, and the 5000 meter run in 15:31.29.
“It was [a] fun [meet] to host,” Bowser said. “It was great to run in
front of our crowd. Our team had a lot of fun out there.”
Taylor will host the Taylor Invitational Saturday at the George
Glass Track and Field Complex beginning at noon.
sports write R

Baseball
36-17 (28-7)

Softball
26-27 (5-13)

results
04/28 versus Huntington
W, 14-8
(MCC Tournament)
05/02 versus Spring Arbor
W, 14-6
05/03 versus Mount Vernon
Nazarene L, 15-17

results
(MCC Tournament)
05/02 versus Bethel L, 3-11
(6)
05/02 versus Saint Francis
W, 11-2 (6)
05/03 versus Spring Arbor
W,5-4
05/03 versus Bethel W,
3-2 (8)
05/03 versus Marian L,
4-13 (5)

Schedule
05/04 versus Spring Arbor
12 p.m.
05/10 NAIA National
Championship Opening
Round, TBA

Schedule
Season concluded

review
Before falling to the Mount
Vernon Nazarene Thursday,
the baseball team opened
up the MCC Tournament
with a 14-6 win over Spring
Arbor on Wednesday.
Sophomore Jordan Coffey
led the Trojan offense in
going 4-5 with five RBI. Fellow junior Taylor Luna also
added two RBIs. See article
for Thursday’s recap.

review
After falling 3-11 to topseeded Bethel in the first
round of the MCC Tournament, the softball team
won three straight games
from the loser’s bracket to
reach the semifinals. The
Trojans’ 3-2 eight-inning
win in the quarterfinals
knocked Bethel out of the
tournament. See article for
full recap.

Men’s
Track & Field

Women’s
Track & Field

results
04/27-28 MCC Championships, 4th of 9

results
04/27-28 MCC Championships, 3rd of 9

Schedule
05/05 Taylor Invitational
12 p.m.
05/11 at North Central
Invitational 11 a.m.

Schedule
05/05 Taylor Invitational
12 p.m.
05/11 at North Central
Invitational 11 a.m.

review
The men’s track team
finished fourth at the MCC
Championships last weekend and picked up 17 MCC
All-Conference awards in
the process. Junior Cerio
Rolle won the 800 meter
run for the Trojans with
a time of 1:55.81, while
freshman Jared Reed took
second in the race. The
4x800 meter relay team
also claimed a victory for
Taylor, crossing the finish
line in 7:44.17. Senior
Isaac Bryan and sophomore
Jeremy Cutshaw both
earned All-Conference
honors in three different
events. See article for full
recap.

review
The women’s track team
came away from the
MCC Championships last
weekend with a third-place
finish and wins in eight
different events, more than
any other team on both
the men’s and women’s
sides. Junior Henrietta
Carey won outright in the
long jump, 100 and 200
meter dashes and also was
a part of the first-place
4x100 meter relay team.
The 4x400 meter relay
also ran to victory while
freshman Elaine Schmeltz
won the steeplechase and
sophomore Erin price took
the 400 meter hurdles. See
article for full recap.

Men’s Golf
results
04/30-05-01 at MCC Championship, 5th of 9
Schedule
Season concluded
review
Senior Tyler Ramsland
placed third overall at the
MCC Championship on
Monday and Tuesday of
this week while the rest of
the golf team placed fifth.
Ramsland’s three-round
score of 221 included a
hole-in-one on the parthree ninth hole of his
second round. Sophomore
Brandon Tereshko and junior Jimmy Fahlen finished
13th and 17th, respectively.
See article for full recap.

Taylor Track and Field
will host the

Taylor
Invitational

Tomorrow at noon
George Glass
Track and Field Complex

will fairfax

lost to Marian on Wednesday to send them into
the loser’s bracket.
Freshman Hannah Klebesadel pitched
back-to-back complete games on Thursday
pitching 15 innings in total and giving up four
earned runs while striking out 14, including
12 against Spring Arbor.
Yesterday’s loss to Marian was Taylor’s third
game of the day and fifth in two days. Marian,
on the other hand only played one game on
Thursday before facing the Trojans.
Taylor opened up the season winning 15
of their first 18 games before finishing out
the season losing 22 of their last 30 games.
The Trojans also started off the season 6-0
in games decided by two runs or less before
finishing the season 8-13 in those games.
The Trojans have had to adjust this sea-

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

The eighth-seeded
Trojan softball team
contributor
beat the top-seeded
Bethel Pilots 3-2 in the MCC tournament
yesterday before losing to Marian 13-4 in the
semifinals.
In the Bethel game, sophomore Emily
Tweedy got the deciding hit when she drove
home sophomore Karon Earley in the top of
the eighth to give the Trojans the victory.
Taylor started off the double-elimination
tournament by losing to Bethel on Wednesday 11-3. That loss sent the Trojans to the
loser’s bracket. Taylor then beat Saint Francis
11-2 on Wednesday and Spring Arbor 5-4 on
Thursday to set up the game with the Pilots
on Thursday afternoon. Bethel went 18-0 in
conference play during the regular season, but

Sophomore Emily Tweedy retreats to third base during yesterday’s 4-13 loss to Marian. Tweedy went 2-5 and had
the game-winning RBI in the eigth inning of yesterday’s 3-2 upset of top-seeded Bethel in the MCC quarterfinals.

son without their ace pitcher junior Holly
Tomaszewski, who suffered from tendonitis in
her throwing arm early this season. Tomaszewski has only pitched once since the end of
March, although she has made several appearances at first base.
Without Tomaszewski, other players have
had to step up, including Klebesadel whose
pitching performance yesterday extended the
Trojan’s season. Senior Alyssa Brodbeck led
the Trojans with 70 hits during the season and
a .412 batting average. Freshman Bethany
Bates led Taylor in RBIs with 46, while senior
Laura Strode led the Trojans with 13 SB.
Taylor closed out the season at 26-27. The 26
wins surpassed the program’s previous record
of 22 wins in a season.
A common theme throughout the season has
been a never-say-die attitude. Consistently
throughout the season, the Trojans have been
down, but they never gave up. Even down to
their final out, they kept fighting.
“I think it’s a lot about their character,”
Head Coach Brad Bowser said. “I think it says
a lot about who they are that they would just
never stop and they always competed . . . .
That was a neat quality for me as a coach just
seeing our players.”
Taylor was led this season by three seniors:
Strode, Alyssa Brodbeck, and Kristen Bauer,
all of whom were captains.
“They have just meant so much, characterwise, strengthwise, who they are,” Bowser
said. “They just led really well this year and
as seniors they were close knit together
. . . . Because they were close, then they also
brought that unity to our team. Just tough
nosed, B-Beck and Strode have started since
they were freshmen, they’ve been four-year
starters, they’re going to set records in record
books for us. And their legacy here at Taylor
is going to be that group of kids that helped us
get going in the right direction.”

Photo by Tim Reithmiller

softball’s historic season ends in mcc semifinals

Athlete of the week

Laura Strode
Year:

Senior

hometown:

West Chester, Penn.

nicknames:

LC, Lightnin’, Strode

Favorite pro team:

Philadelphia Phillies

Favorite Taylor
Softball fans:

The Spiegels

Favorite DC food:

Corn

Favorite movie:

I can’t sit through
movies

Favorite band:

The Casey
Fogerty Band

